Rackspace
Infrastructure
as Code Security
Services
Automating cloud native application
security from design to production.
Infrastructure as Code (IaC) allows companies to rapidly provision vast
cloud native applications and architectures. But ensuring that their
code is secure or compliant can be a challenge for modern developers,
as security teams simply don’t have the time to review thousands
of lines of IaC.

About Rackspace Technology®

Rackspace Technology provides IaC Security Services from oak9 to help
businesses secure cloud native application infrastructure for developers
across the software development lifecycle (SDLC).

• Hosting provider for more than half of
the Fortune 100

Experts Dedicated To Solving Your Security Challenges

Rackspace Technology is your trusted partner across
cloud, applications, security, data and infrastructure.
• 2,600+ certified technical experts

• 20+ years of hosting experience
• HITRUST CSF-certified dedicated
hosting environment

Rackspace Technology has been helping organizations like yours
strengthen security for over 20 years, with multicloud security experts
who have deep knowledge and experience in both IT and cloud security.
Rackspace Technology holds 850+ security-industry certifications,
including 450+ technical certifications across leading security
technologies. Rackspace Technology security experts are here to help you
design, build, and fortify your cloud application security.

• Customers in 120+ countries

Key Benefits

• 100+ experts with cloud security technical
certifications from AWS, Microsoft Azure, and
Google Cloud Platform

• Design securely from the start: Access a pre-built catalog of Security
as Code blueprints — based on applicable frameworks like SOC2, HIPAA,
PCI, ISO, NIST, and more — which dynamically assess every change in
cloud infrastructure.
• Integrate seamlessly in your CI/CD pipeline: Natively integrate with
IDEs, code repos, CI/CD and chat ops tools and give developers
immediate security feedback through code.
• Continuous monitoring drift detection: Read only access to your AWS
and Azure cloud environments manages drift from intended app design
and ensures app architecture remains secure by design.
• Workflow notifications and alerting: Developers receive pull requests
with suggested changes as they commit IaC, they can decide to pass or
fail the pipeline.

• DC- and Forrester-recognized security practices
• 850+ security certifications earned by
experts worldwide
• 250+ security analyst and professional
certifications

• Certified Level 1 PCI Service Provider on AWS
• AWS Security Hub MSSP Partner
• AWS Perimeter Protection MSSP Partner
• Microsoft Azure Gold Partner for Security
• Microsoft Intelligent Security Association
Certified MSSP
• Cloudflare 2021 MSP Partner of the Year

Fanatical Experience®
Experts on your side, doing what it takes to
get the job done right. From first consultation
to daily operations, Rackspace Technology
combines the power of always-on service with
best-in-class tools and automation to deliver
technology when and how you need it.
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Note: Some integrations are roadmap items, please inquire with your Rackspace account rep for availability for Azure RM,
AWS CF, and GCP.

Key Features
• Pre-built Security as Code blueprints: Dynamically assess every change to cloud infrastructure and provide tailored
recommendations based on business use-case and compliance needs.
• Full app architecture visualization: A 10,000-foot view into your cloud posture represented as an interactive graph, allowing
you to can safely evaluate the security configurations of your resources and check for drifts in your architecture.
• Intelligent remediation: Remediate security gaps by accepting automated pull requests (change requests) that include
tailored code changes as oak9 assesses the IaC against the oak9 catalog of security blueprints.
• IaC translation engine: oak9 reads IaC to understand what the ideal state should be — then monitors for drift — even when
changes are made directly into the production environment.
• Dynamic compliance across the entire SDLC: Continuously monitors cloud providers, creating an up-to-date security
blueprint for a supported resource. No more updating static policies. oak9 does the leg work.
• Developer-first seamless integration: Natively integrates with IDEs, code repositories, CI/CD pipelines and chat ops tools.
Use popular IaC languages, clouds, multicloud and tools of choice.

Additional Services
Rackspace Elastic Engineering for Security: Provides on-demand access to a pod of security experts to help businesses with
their cloud native application security, including leveraging oak9’s technology for IaC Security Services.

Take the Next Step
Let’s talk about how Rackspace Infrastructure as Code Security Services can help automating your cloud native
application security from design to production.
Learn more: www.rackspace.com/security/cloud-native-security
Call: 1-800-961-2888
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